
Dear cArl ton: ,,-;.,_ 

I acknowlegeme receipt of the teo photographs of the Bells 
:fJlll' section and hey are very interesting. Thank Chuck or shoever 
made them. I am glad to have them for my files and perhaps some day 
publication. 

Your outline of further efforts to do work on the Bells piece 
pleased me very much; it is eertainly going to get a good worki~ over! 

I realize> some of t he res lts may be hurt by the fact that thi 
piece got rained on so liberall • rhaps 10 inches nin Hurricane carla, 
but at least that was all at once and at was found in a field of vairly 
high grass where drainage was good. Abouat five of us combed this 
particaular area one day and an oustsider I had invitedin found the piece 
It seemed inaact when he picked itup buat sooon sthereafter cracked in to 
two pieces. He wanted to give daughter piano lessons and eventaully i 
boughat it from him for enough to pay for the lessons. 

When we get thru with all this I aant to consdier whether we tllr' 
should cut any more of the Crescent for any furth~ work. I have also 
a little 6 gram piece of the Crescent founda mile 11Way from the original 
find buat it has broken into two piecews and I think it hardly worth 
a y sutting. I t is really chiefly a memento illustrating forcibly haoe 

1 many $tinty • ~ these things much break into. ~~ J e-,.,.... 'l ft' 
I know of three other cases where we feel strongly that some su 

such fragile meteorites fell, but were neve able to find anything. 
MY experience is that in such cases one would do better to hunt in back o 
of the subfinal point for little scraps, rather thatn go forward in hopes 
of finding larger pieces. t he big ones just do not sseem to surffi..ve. 
I n once case a man described seeing a group sparks tha looked like 
popcorn. Whether these all evaporated entirely or dropped small 
fragments we never lear• rirnd/ We did not search tht parti cual are 
but I have often regreettted it. 

I am going to have a lens impalnt in my;- right eye next 
Tuesday in hopes it will help my peripheral visioons, which seems to have 
become very cloudy due to the cataract. I cannot hope for any central 
vision improvement but maybe this will help some. 

At ½resent I am not very much invlined to think I can go to illft"""" 
Europe for the meeting . 

Sincerely, 


